THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
practically reproduced Varenne's. It favoured small colonization, but
the colonial government had already turned away from
concessions. The Metropole had aroused itself when a would-be
scandal was brought to its attention, paralysed the whole
in order to limit the power of the big companies, and	put its
stamp on what had already been done. The resulting increase in red
tape did not encourage further investments by French	or
potential colonists.
As there was no complete surveying service, the planter-elect
to be his own surveyor. This work often absorbed two or three months,
after which he had to draw up an exact plan of the land he
This, with a detailed requests was sent to the head of the province.
The planter's dossier now rested idly in the administration's
he must needs harry officialdom if he wanted any action, The
step involved persuading the Committee of Inquiry to	a
and this committee had first to accompany the plaater to the site of
his claim and then to verify his plan. The request for
next receive publicity, which was done by posting a	at the
provincial capital, on the prospective site, and in the
villages, in both French and the native language. Only         did his
real troubles begin. Each administrative bureau filed its objectioBSs
which were peculiarly numerous if woodland or
involved in the grant. The Mois and other primitive
aggressive about asking high indemnities for their land* Through the
publicity given to his claim, rival 'Candidates knew of its
features, and without having done any of the
could rise up and file a counter-claim. Moreover, if the
over i ,000 hectares, it had to be put up at public
Up to this point the plaster's work had taken	to
months. Not only were his resources eaten iosto,        be	out
by the hard physical work and nervous strain of	every
of his way through the administrative morass,       by	off
claimants who, even at the last minute, might	him. The 1937
legislation,, among other improvements,	to
rights for the original claimant. There has        been a definite improve-
ment in method and form. The ptibEc now	are
available for colonization. The greatest         in the	in
the government's persisted refusal to guarantee a                    la,
inevitably, this depends on the                   of the	-

